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Cans Waste Journey
Twenty recycled aluminium cans can be made with the
energy it takes to manufacture one brand new can.

Place your aluminium
and steel cans into your

blue bin where 
available.

Your cans are then
melted down and used

to make new cans. There
is no limit to

how many times 
aluminium or steel 

cans can be recycled.

Your cans are taken to a
recycling facility where

they are separated 
into steel and

aluminium, crushed,
baled and then sent

to a reprocessor.

Plastic Bottles Waste Journey
Recycling one plastic bottle can save enough energy
to light a 60W lightbulb for up to 6 hours.

Place your plastic 
bottles into your 
blue bin where 

available.

The plastic granules are
then used to make new

plastic items, such as
compost bins, pipes and

garden furniture.

Your plastic bottles are 
taken to a recycling facility 

where they are 
sorted, baled and then 

sent to a reprocessor. Your plastic
bottles are then granulated.

Garden Waste Journey
Sending less garden waste to landfill reduces the amount
of methane produced; a harmful greenhouse gas.

Place your garden 
waste into your brown

bin or take it to your
local Recycling Centre.

After the natural
composting process,
your garden waste 

is then used as a soil
improver and in

landscaping.

Your garden waste is
taken to a composting

facility where it is
chipped and laid out in

windrows.

Paper Waste Journey
Recycling paper uses 55% less water than making
paper from virgin pulp and helps to preserve forests.

Place your paper 
into your blue bin 

or take it to your local 
Recycling Centre.

Your paper is
then used to make a
variety of new paper
products, including

newsprint.

Your paper is taken to a 
recycling facility where 

it is sorted, baled 
and then sent to a 

reprocessor. Your paper is then
washed, pulped, heated, dried 

and strengthened.

To find out more about Reduce Reuse Recycle
and waste disposal please call 01506 777810

or visit www.wascot.org.uk.

Household Waste let’s get it sorted
How YOUR waste is recycled

                     


